
Put your team-building skills to the test in Teamfight Tactics, the PvP strategy game from the
studio behind League of Legends.

Draft, position, and fight your way to victory in an 8-way battle of attrition. With hundreds of team
synergies and an ever-evolving roster of champions, any strategy goes—but only one can win.

Queue up across a variety of social and competitive modes, then outsmart and outlast your
enemies to take your place at the top!

INTRODUCING NEON NIGHTS
Flash forward to Neon Nights, the newest mid-set update featuring Arcane’s infamous undercity
crime lord: Silco. With a fresh roster of champions, Hextech Augments, and Tacticians to choose
from, the future is at your fingertips. What will you make of it?

BUILD YOUR TEAM
Assemble an unstoppable army from a shared pool of champions, then battle it out round by
round to become the last player standing. Random drafts and in-game events mean no two
matches play out the same, so use your creativity and cunning to turn the tides in your favor.

RISE UP THE RANKS
Full competitive support and matchmaking means there are countless ways to outplay your
opponents. From Iron to Challenger, climb the ladder based on your final standing in every
game. Keep climbing for exclusive Ranked rewards at the end of every set!

DOUBLE UP WITH A FRIEND
Grab a friend or queue up solo for Double Up, the social mode where you and a partner team
up to take on three other teams. Send in reinforcements, gift gold and items through the Assist
Armory, and activate Rune of Allegiance to work together and become the most dynamic duo in
the Convergence.

STYLE ON 'EM
Make every match your own with personalized arenas, booms, and emotes. Then take to the
battlefield with your favorite Chibi Champion or Little Legend! Collect new looks just by playing
games, or by purchasing them in the TFT store.

EARN AS YOU PLAY
Collect free loot with the all-new Gizmos & Gadgets Pass II, or upgrade to Pass II+ to unlock
set-exclusive rewards.

PICK UP AND GO
Challenge your friends and destroy your foes across PC, Mac, and mobile. Queue up together
and find out if you and your friends have what it takes to become the top tactician.

Download and play Teamfight Tactics today!


